AASB Graduate Program
APPLICATIONS OPEN

Graduating in accounting or related fields? Have a keen interest in accounting issues? Seeking to develop strong technical skills?

Yes? Then consider applying to the Australian Accounting Standards Board’s (AASB) 12-month Graduate Program.

The Opportunity
The AASB Graduate Program provides the opportunity for graduates to develop their full potential and realise their career aspirations through opportunities to develop invaluable interpersonal and technical skills at the AASB through:

- **researching** current national and international practical accounting topics
- **collaboration** in drafting accounting standards, research reports, staff papers and other related materials
- **analysis and review** of current reporting issues
- **planning, management and delivery** of a variety of projects
- **communication and engagement** with stakeholders
- **planning and delivering** outreach activities
- **participation** in the AASB meetings.

The Applicant
Applicants must be in their final year of studies (or have graduated in the past two years) and have:

- excellent academic results
- a keen interest in developing superior technical, organisational and interpersonal skills
- strong team ethic with a proven ability to work effectively and collaboratively with individuals at all levels
- effective communication skills
- ability to plan and prioritise tasks
- high level of attention to detail.

Research experience demonstrated through an Honours degree in accounting or finance or a relevant postgraduate qualification is highly regarded.

To apply:
Applications should be addressed to Dr Eric Lee via standard@aasb.gov.au no later than Friday 30 June 2017, include the following:

- a cover letter outlining why you are interested in the AASB’s Graduate program
- a most recent resume
- official transcript of results to date

The AASB supports a diverse workforce.

For more information on the application process, please see the Graduate Program FAQs section at www.aasb.gov.au